Most of the time when Americans look at their so called 'allies' thing positive things about Israel. Americans, who give them tens of billions per year, to actually, send American people to die off for them and handle all the warmongering of Israel in the Middle east and it's expansionist thirst, is what has made America a country that is looked by a lot of suspicion by the rest of the world. America had to pay the price to be a largely hated superpower, rather than being seen as a superpower which has indeed given a lot to this world.

The only sad people in this scenario would be the jews, and why would they be "sad"? Because they indeed didn't do what their religious and racial insanity instructed them to do, which is holocaust everyone else on the region. And what would have humanity lost out of this? Nothing, just some jewish tears for not being allowed to destroy mankind for their personal gain, that's what there is to it.

Internally, the jews, from the inside, have also corrupted and collapsed America, due to forced migrant policy, and generally running America as the long hand of Israel. Instead of increasing birthrates, the jews recommended and brought by force slaves in America, a matter that "Americans" later had to address by themselves, and a wrongdoing that was pinned on America permanently. To this day, the Americans have to answer to the whole planet for "Slavery", something that court jews recommended at a time in order to own slaves.

Where hatred towards Israel should have went, it has went to America. Israel's mistakes are called "American mistakes", but every success from America, is called "Israel's Success", everything is reversed. Not only America is forced to serve Israel, a giant serving an ant, but also, the giant gets all the hatred for everything they have to do in regards to helping their ant slave master.

As for American values and their relation to Jews, this is clearly observable. The jews don't give one damn for Free Speech if it threatens them, and they constantly leverage and extort the American people at any given turn. Constitutions and anything else don't matter. The fact that jews have the highest living standard and safety in America, matters neither - "Patriotism" is wrong, all the people going to die for jewish interests are not enough. They are still useless.

America needs no border wall they shout vocally, while Israel has the strongest border patrol possibly worldwide, it needs to be invaded in full by all of Mexico's gangs, while Israel has extinct all different populations from it's midst, America needs all the 'different people' and 'different tribes' in the same place, in Israel, there is only a singular tribe, give or take, two or three factions of different thought.

Of course also, the American people who were originally White, have to also go extinct. American kids, in contrast to Israeli kids who are in safety and away from these things, have to drink liquid Heroin in the form of lean, because some bright
civilizers created it that way. Drugs have to keep flowing in, so we are true to the values of 'multiculturalism'. Things the true people in control never imposed upon themselves.

Jews living locally in America are always loyal to their tribal exported values of 'multiculturalism' and anything non-American, which is the same behavior the jews always have done towards the productive empires that housed them, and ironically, crowned them as kings of the world, by being second to the actual king and replacing them.

The situation is however simple and one has to not go far to see why this is the case. This is the repetition of Rome, only, the situation is accelerated now, and if America does not ditch Israel, America may not last a thousand years, and may not outlive the century. What is taking place in America in regards to viciousness of jewish control has brought too many on their knees and a country on the limits of social or financial collapse too many times.

To the end of this process, everyone figures out it was the jews and their tribal interests guiding everything, but it is too late. The Romans found out the source of the problem, but when they did, Rome was already collapsing - even the physical removal of the jews couldn't help them escape this fate, as it was too late.

However, if the Romans had never taken them in, and never listened, all the so-called historical gruesome brutality, and their own downfall on top of this, could have been all averted.

It's the case because eternally, it has always been the way of jewish action and behavior. The jews always hated the empires they never built, but generously housed them, and they always hated them with the most crafty forms of hatred, consistently until they went down. Large part of this was lawlessness, racial bastardization of the natives, exporting excrement values to their slaves (Like Christianity then and Multiculturalism now, one arising from the other), and crippling countries completely through internal offices. Then the countries were forced to either comply, or perish.

An example of this jewish outlook of the whole situation is simple. A Veteran who has lost both their legs in wars for what he believes is moral, his own country, deserves, according to jews, to die in the street malnourished and without food. On the other hand, a criminal illegal invading mob of endless people, breaching and attacking to enter in the country, not only deserves high compensation, but the ability to vote, the freedom to live, and do whatever they want, only to contribute nothing but further strain on America.

There is absolutely no logical fashion in the above fallacy. Simply, there is no logic as to what is to National Interest, or not. But when you look at it closely, one sees the jewish values, the jews behind the pushing of such, and the necessity of it, especially if someone has the following point in mind.
The VERY movement, however slight, for America (Rome) to look after it's own self, and normalize the situation inside the country, had all the jews of America rushing in the daggers with America, even towards the Democratic President that got elected by the values the jews weave as a cloak.

Where is the so called 'respect' for democratic elections and presidents chosen by the so called 'people' whom the jews gloat over all the time, about their 'rights'? Why is this the case? Because simply, the jews know, that when one takes care of their house, it will not be long until the jew is, directly or indirectly, addressed with, distanced, and limited of influence, completely later driven away. This happens by default this is nothing strange, but only to the victims of the jews.

To Israel and Jews it's not a mystery: Their interest has always been opposed to their host countries. This is the simple reason they always were also driven away, because at some point, the question is always the same - either the host country lives, or they walk away with the loot of it after it collapses. In America's case it's just too evident and we have too much information to see this obviously now. This is a primordial behavior of the jews.

The jews call Rome Esav which is an enemy of theirs in the bible, and the USA is perceived as the new empire of Esav. Esav is spiritually related to Amalek, which is the enemy of the jews, and these 'empires' are his manifestations - with their freedom, knowledge, everything else "Anti-Jewish" or "Adverse" to the jews, as Satan means Adversary in Hebrew. The jews speak in code calling Esav their "brother", who is always dominated by mind tricks and deception by his brother, aka Israel in the bible, which uses his military force for their own benefit.

In the American mind these are superstitions, but to their so called "Allies", these are the foundations of their four or more thousand years old, civilization. Kept specific to this day.

The jews are attracted in a love and hate relationship to America, sort of how a rapist is in love with their victims, but hates on them at the same time, but is unable to let them go. This is why the jews retain their position in America at all costs, but at the same time, mercilessly attack the land which will put them too down the drain. The jew hated Rome, but they lived in Rome, enjoyed it's privileges.

One needs to look no further than the Hasidic communities to see that the jews have no interest in living in America, but enjoying America's financial power, wealth opportunities, land safety etc. And want nothing else done between the two parties. Eventually if they are revealed for this in any level, even in the superficial level of a conspiracy running America as a deep state, they threaten to "impeach", or do any action they can, until they decide to do what they did to JFK and put bullets in the heads of their hated enemies.

This will never change, this is the constant line of jewish interests, and it has never changed. The definition of being 'jewish' is to have these interests, which are founded in religious fundamentalism that is racially based, things which cannot be
disassociated from one another. The jews also aren't fucking around. They don't in reality want 'allies' in the true sense, just cannot fodder for their policy in the Middle East. They want to be dominant and rule the planet, completely, and take control of everyone else.

This can only be achieved currently through close interaction and parasitism towards the USA, in what they pretend to be a symbiotic relationship between the two countries. America has however gained nothing but extra wars in the Middle East, and it could attain everything without having being allied to jews, even if it's necessities were resources or otherwise. Maybe it could have also gained everything without war, if the jews weren't in the equation.

America, if it had chose other allies, maybe it could have a few friends in the Middle East, if not everyone else, as everyone wants to be friends with the strong nations. This would slowly facilitate social change in their friendly countries, exponentially increasing European influence, as it was the case in Iraq or Iran when it was getting modernized. Modernization would also destroy the inferior dogmas that rule these countries over time, and make people free, but also avoid all the useless bloodshed that has taken place.

As to what the jews envision of their so called 'Allies', it's that they either serve them, until they perish. For the American perishing one doesn't need to look far but in the demographics, and the policies implemented. Their highest spiritual leaders do see America as a good useful idiot, too powerful to control, but open to jewish manipulation, where jews become rich, powerful, famous, intermarry in famous and prestigious rich families, and have their center of external world control. Israel, or their true "homeland", is where true jewish rule is maintained, a world cleansed from the problems of "Esav", who after his service is done is to be thrown into the sacrificial pyre for the jews.

When shit hits the fan in "Esav", they will just return to Israel, with all the loot, as they did with Egypt, while America is left behind burning and all people being mentally, spiritually, and materially destroyed.

Yet another "Exodus".

Israel is a nation founded upon lies, superstition, and terrorism, not because of error of judgement, but solely by it's very own culture about existing. It is not a nation to be trusted.

How many European courts who had Court jews did live to see the light of many new centuries? The answer is none.

How many jews have lived and prospered from this abuse continuously? It's not an understatement to admit reality: the whole of the jewish people.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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